
Mindful self-care is the ongoing 

process of being aware of, non-

judgmentally acknowledging, and 

attending to one’s basic physical,

psychological, relational & spiritual

needs. It involves both intentionally 

nurturing attitudes and forming

behaviors that promote care of one’s 

self, and then, the care of others.Terry	Murray,	Associate	Professor	Emeritus
SUNY	New	Paltz
murrayt@newpaltz.edu



Many of us remain stuck in a chronic stress
cycle because we have difficulty prioritizing
ourselves. We see self-care as being selfish or
self-centered. 

Selfishness involves acting to satisfy our 
desires at the cost of others.

Self-care entails addressing our essential 
needs & health so that we can be present for
ourselves & others.

selfishness

self-care



Self-care is like putting on an oxygen mask 
first before helping the other person next to you 
in the airplane. Even though it may seem heroic
to sacrifice your needs for another, you can hurt 
those you love when you don’t take time to care 
of your self. The only person capable of changing 
this is you.

“Heroic” Self-Sacrifice Has a Cost
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“It should not have taken a pandemic for me 
to figure out that I need to take care of myself.”

- qualitative	research	study	participant,	The	Virus	That	Turned	the
World	Upside	Down:	Human	Stories	in	the	Time	of	COVID-19	

waking up



The Yin & Yang of Self-Compassion
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Neff, K. & Germer, C. (2018)
The Mindful Compassion Workbook:
A Proven Way to Accept Yourself,
Build Inner Strength & Thrive
New York: Gilford Publications



Examples of Self-Compassion
at Work

Fierce Compassion Kindness Compassion

• validating your worth &
competency as a professional 

• acknowledging what you have
contributed to your organization

• taking time to focus on & enjoy
positive aspects of your job

• saying “no” when a request
seems unsafe, unrealistic or 
too much

• setting boundaries
• speaking up when you have an
opinion, suggestion or concern

• doing your best under the circumstances• advocating for self & others
• protecting what is most important 
to you – your health, your family

• listening to & responding to your
body’s wake-up calls
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